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This paper aimed to analyze the influence of drivers’ behavior of phone use while driving on traffic flow, including both traffic
efficiency and traffic safety. An improved cellular automaton model was proposed to simulate traffic flow with distracted drivers
based on the Nagel-Schreckenberg model. The driving characters of drivers using a phone were first discussed and a value
representing the probability to use a phone while driving was put into the CA model. Simulation results showed that traffic flow
rate was significantly reduced if some drivers used a phone compared to no phone use. The flow rate and velocity decreased as the
proportion of drivers using a phone increased. While, under low density, the risk of traffic decreased first and then increased as the
distracted drivers increased, the distracted behavior of drivers, like using a phone, could reduce the flow rate by 5 percent according
to the simulation.

1. Introduction

Driving distractions have become a common phenomenon
and one of the major factors connected with traffic crashes.
Driver distraction means “a diversion of attention from
driving, because driver is temporarily focused on event not
related to driving” [1]. The most regular distractions while
driving were using a mobile phone, conversing with pas-
sengers, eating and drinking, smoking, and other behaviors.
As the frequency of mobile phone use increased, more and
more drivers engaged with mobile phones while driving.
An investigation in South of England revealed that 2.2% of
the drivers were using mobile phones while driving when
observed from roadside, and the proportion of all kinds of
distracted behaviors accounted for 14.4% [2].The proportion
of drivers using mobile phone while driving was very high,
and approximately 43%–80% of drivers who owned a phone
use it sometimes while driving [3–5]. Mobile phone use while
driving should be paid more attention and its influence in
traffic still needs to be studied.

The damage of mobile phone use while driving on traffic
safety has been noticed by researchers. Back in 1996, the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
has reported that about 25% of the crashes were related to

distracted behaviors [6]. In 2007, a study which interviewed
1367 injured drivers in Australia suggested that driver dis-
tractions contributed to 14–33% of all serious traffic crashes
[7]. An on-road research, in which the driver was observed
by camera in car, reported that using a mobile phone while
driving could make the driver 23 times more likely to have
an accident [8]. Epidemiological research showed that using
a mobile phone while driving could make the driver 4 times
more likely to be injured in a traffic accident [9]. A number of
studies have revealed how mobile phone use increased traffic
accidents and hazarded the traffic safety, but the influence of
driver distraction on traffic flowhas not yet been studied.One
of the major restricted factors was that field observation on
traffic flow mixed with distracted driver’ vehicle was nearly
impossible. So the computer simulation was a good and
feasible method to solve this problem.This paper will analyze
the influence of mobile phone use on vehicle behavior and
then simulate the traffic flow considering the mobile phone
use of driver with CAmodel, trying to figure out howmobile
phone use changes the traffic flow characteristics.

Cellular automata (CA) model was first applied into
traffic flow simulation by Nagel and Schreckenberg in 1992
[10]. It is a dynamical system that is discrete in nature, which
means that, in the model, road is divided into cells and
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time advances with discrete steps. Because of its efficiency
and fast performance in simulation of traffic flow, a huge
number of extendedCAmodelswere studied by the following
researchers, such as for the impacts of tolling stations [11],
the influence of intersections [12], the analysis of city traffic
[13, 14], the effects of on-and-off ramps [15], mixed traffic
flow with bicycles [16], and the influence of traffic lights [17].
Another advantage of CAmodel in current research is that as
a microscopic traffic flowmodel, the behavior of single driver
can be described through the behavior of individual vehicles.

This paper proposed an improved cellular automa-
ton with stochastic variables which considered the driver
behavior of mobile phone use, based on the basic Nagel-
Schreckenberg model [18]. A two-lane highway traffic flow
was simulated and the fundamental diagram obtained by CA
model was discussed. The aim of this research is to achieve
the characteristics of traffic flow when some of the drivers
are using a mobile phone and figure out how this distraction
behavior changes the features of traffic flow.

2. Improved CA Model and
Relevant Parameters

2.1. Influence of Mobile Phone Use. Before presenting the
improved CA model, the behavior of vehicle in which the
driver used a mobile phone should be clarified first. Drivers
who are using a mobile phone while driving may navigate at
slower speed and keep longer distance from the vehicle in
front [19], due to the diversion of attention. Driver chooses
to slow down the vehicle when he is in conversation with the
person on the phone, which makes the driver feel safer. In
the meantime, it is an overloaded work for driver to follow
the front car closely when he is in a dual task, so the space
headway is also larger. Drivers will also reduce frequency
of changing lanes when talking on a mobile phone and the
whole time to finish the drive will be longer [20]. Different
from other mixed traffic flow models, the driver does not
maintain this special condition, that is, talking on a phone
while driving. The driver may have a call at a certain time in
the process of driving and continue to talk for severalminutes
and then end the conversation and resume normal driving.

2.2. Survey and Data Analysis. In order to get the character-
istics of drivers using a phone while driving, a questionnaire
survey entitled “Survey of Car Drivers’ Distracted Driving
Behavior in Beijing” was conducted via website among
Beijing drivers. After removing the invalid questionnaires,
414 samples were obtained. Among the samples, 214 were
female and 200 were male. The investigation displayed that
84.1% of the drivers might use a phone while driving at least
once a week, and 29.9% of the drivers initiated a phone call
while driving more than 5 times per week. It has become a
common phenomenon and may become more frequent as
the mobile phone use grows more and more popular. The
investigation also showed that most of the drivers chose to
keep the phone call short while driving. A 7-point Likert scale
was used to estimate the length of time when driver talked on
a phone while driving, where 1 is for very short and 7 for very

long. Results showed that 69.6%of the drivers scored less than
4 points, meaning that they used a phone for relatively short
time. 30.4% of the drivers scored 4 points or more, which
means they still talked for a long time while driving.

2.3. Improved CA Model. A one-way two-lane highway is
simulated, which is discretized into cells of 5m length. In
order to simulate different density of traffic flow, the highway
is a 2 km long closed circle, which includes 400 cells in each
lane. The state of each cell of the automata varies from −1 to
7 in the model, where state −1 refers to an unoccupied cell
and states 0–7 refer to cells occupied by a car of velocity 0 to
velocity 7. That means a cell is either empty or occupied by a
car. The states of the cells are updated every time step, which
is 1 second, only depending on the present value of the cells of
both lanes. The model runs according to the following rules
and the value of the parameters in the model is explained in
Section 2.3.

2.3.1. Distraction Conditions. The driver has two conditions:
𝐷 = 1 means using a phone while 𝐷 = 0 means not. If the
driver in the vehicle is not using a mobile phone, he has the
probability of 𝑝talk to start talking on a phone. And once a
driver starts to talk, the conversation will last 𝑇minutes; that
is,

if𝐷 = 0, then𝐷 = 1 with 𝑝talk.

2.3.2. Changing Lane. Three rulesmust be satisfied before the
vehicle chooseswhether to change lane.Thedistance from the
front car in the same lane, 𝑑front, is smaller than the expected
distance, 𝑑exp, of the car. The distance from the front car in
the neighbor lane, 𝑑neighbor, is bigger than 𝑑front in the same
lane. And the distance from the back car in the neighbor lane,
𝑑back, is larger than Vmax, which is the maximum velocity of a
car (Vmax = 7). Even if all the three conditions are met, the
vehicle just has the probability of 𝑝change to change lane. For
the distracted driver,𝑝change will be smaller because he prefers
to maintain existing driving condition; that is,

if 𝑑front < 𝑑exp and 𝑑neighbor > 𝑑front and 𝑑back > Vmax,
then change lane with 𝑝change.

2.3.3. Car Following. The process of car following includes
three steps, acceleration, slowing down, and randomization.
Firstly, the speed is increased by one, if it is lower than Vmax
and there is enough space ahead. Secondly, the speed must
not be bigger than the distance from the front car. Thirdly,
the speed decreases by one with probability 𝑝dec, if the speed
is not zero. It should be noted that the vehicle which is
determined to change lane is following the car ahead in the
lane which it moves to. Moreover, the value of Vmax and 𝑝dec
for distracted driver are different from normal driver; that is,

if V < gap, then V = min[V + 1, Vmax];
if V > gap, then V = min[V, gap];
with 𝑝dec, V = max[V − 1, 0].
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Figure 1: The relationship between 𝑝obser and 𝑝talk.

2.3.4. Car Propagation. Every car moves V sites.

2.4. Parameters. The first problem is how to decide the
probability of starting to talk for a driver who is not using a
phone, that is, 𝑝talk. An investigation of drivers’ real behavior
with cameras installed in the vehicles found that the average
time of conversation on a phone was about 1.5 minutes [21].
And, in this paper, it is assumed that every call of the driver
lasts for 60 seconds. The result of observation indicates that
2.2% of the drivers are using a phone [2], but the relationship
between indicator 𝑝obser and 𝑝talk is complex. Therefore,
simulation was carried out to get the correlation between
them. Given different value of 𝑝talk, one thousand cars were
modelling and the observed proportion of drivers who are
using a phone at a certain time was calculated, as shown in
Figure 1.

The proportion of using a phone increases very fast when
𝑝talk is smaller than 1%. When the proportion is around 2%,
which is the actual situation, the probability of starting to talk
on a phone is about 0.04%.

Simon and Gutowitz [22] compared cellular automaton
model with experimental data and found that the results of
simulation were in close agreement with real-world traffic
when 𝑝dec is around 0.25 and 𝑝change is around 0.3. In our
model, the maximum velocity of normal car is 7 and the
values of 𝑝change and 𝑝dec are both 0.25 for the normal car. A
driving simulator experiment showed that the average speed
was lower, lane change frequency was lower, fluctuation in
speed was higher, and the time to complete scenario was
longer for drivers who are using a phone [23]. So, in this
paper, Vmax, 𝑝change, and 𝑝dec for drivers using a phone are 6,
0.15, and 0.35. Every simulation lasts for 60 minutes and the
first 30 minutes is warming time in order to make the flow
stable.

3. Results of Simulation and Discussion

3.1. Mobile Phone Use and Traffic Flow. Assuming that
the probability of starting to talk on a phone is 0.05%,
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Figure 2: The fundamental diagram of driving with phone use.
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Figure 3: The fundamental diagram with different probability of
phone use.

the fundamental diagram of two situations was simulated, no
drivers using a phone and drivers using with this probability.
The density of traffic flow is equivalent with the occupancy of
cells.The cars are randomly distributed in the initial time and
the simulation is on a circular road with periodic boundary
conditions.

According to Figure 2, the flow rate of situation in
which drivers may use a phone is apparently lower than
normal situation, when density of vehicle is between 10 and
20 veh/km. And there are no significant differences between
two situations when density is higher than 20 or lower
than 10 veh/km. In the condition of free flow, the vehicle
which is distracted will highly reduce the efficiency of traffic,
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Figure 4:The change of velocity with different probability of phone
use.
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Figure 5: The change of flow rate under different density.

even if the proportion of distracted drivers is extremely low
(approximately 2%-3%).That the flow rate is almost the same
when density is below 10 veh/km may be due to both the low
number of cars and the low probability of phone use, which
means that a distracted vehicle is hardly to appear and these
two situations are nearly the same.

For further research, situations with different probability
of phone use were simulated and the change of flow rate was
shown in Figure 3, while the change of velocity was shown
in Figure 4. In order to eliminate the random effect, every
situation was simulated 20 times and the average values were
calculated. From the results, the changing trend of flow rate
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Figure 6: The change of velocity under different density.
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Figure 7:The relation between proportion of phone use (𝑝obser) and
flow rate.

has big differences between low density and high density as
the probability of phone use increases. The maximum flow
rate gradually decreases from nearly 2000 veh/h to less than
1800 veh/h as the probability of phone use increases, which
may be due to the lower maximum velocity of vehicle in
which driver is using a mobile phone. And under different
probability of phone use, the peak of these curves, that is, the
maximumflow rate, occurs at almost the same density.When
the density is low, meaning that the system is in condition
of free traffic, the flow rate decreases very slowly with the
increase of probability of phone use under the same density.
But when the density is high and the system is in congested
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Figure 8: The trajectories of vehicle with different densities (𝑝talk = 0.05%).

traffic, the flow rate decreases very fast with the increase of
probability of phone use. When the probability of phone use
is 0.05%, themaximumflow rate is the highest among the five
curves. When the probability of phone use is 5%, the curve is
the lowest among the five curves.

The changing trend of velocity is simpler. As the den-
sity increases, the velocity continues to decrease, except
that the speed of decrease becomes slow when the density
reaches 50 veh/km. Under low density, the monotonic veloc-
ity decreases with the increase of phone use probability. The
phone use behavior of drivers has a negative influence on
traffic flow.The average velocity will obviously decrease when
more drivers use a phone while driving when the density is
relatively low, and the change of flow rate needs to be further
investigated.

3.2. The Variation of Flow Rate and Velocity. In order to
analyze the influence of phone use probability on traffic
flow, the average flow rate and velocity were calculated with
the increase of phone use probability under a fixed density.

The simulation was also repeated 20 times to eliminate the
random effect. Figures 5 and 6 show the results of simulation
and the values of density are 10, 20, 40, 80, and 120.

The flow rate first significantly decreases and then almost
keeps to some value with the increase of phone use probabil-
ity. Whether the system is in free traffic or congested traffic,
a small number of distracted drivers will disturb the traffic
flow and reduce the flow rate. But when the proportion of
distracted drivers is large, the more the distracted drivers
occur, the more stable the traffic flow becomes, because
the distracted drivers become a major part. The velocity
also obviously decreases firstly and then changes little with
the phone use probability under low densities. In the field
research, what we observed is the proportion of drivers using
a phone. So the relationship of proportion of distracted
drivers and flow rate is modelling in Figure 7, based on the
transition relation between proportion of phone use and
probability of phone use in Figure 1.

The flow rate decreases when the proportion of drivers
using a phone increases. Field investigation showed that
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Figure 9: The trajectories of vehicle with different densities (𝑝talk = 0.5%).

the proportion of drivers using a phone ranged from 1.3%
to 2.2%, while the proportion of drivers who were engaged
in any distracting activities was about 14.4%–29.8% [2,
21]. Considering that many distracted behaviors, such as
manipulating music/audio controls, drinking, and smoking,
may have similar impact on drivers, like reducing driving
speed and the lane changing expectations, the actual traffic
condition may be close to the results in Figure 7 where the
proportion of distracted drivers is around 20%, where the
flow rate is about 5% lower than situations with no distracted
drivers. Based on this hypothesis, all the distracted behaviors,
including using a phone, may have reduced the flow rate by
5%, according to the simulation results.

3.3. Spatiotemporal Dynamics. The patterns of spatiotempo-
ral dynamics were also analyzed when the probability of
phone use was 0.05%, 0.5%, and 5%, and the trajectories of
traffic flow were shown in Figures 8–10. Given the density
of 10 veh/km, the distributions of space headway in Figures
8 and 10 are more homogeneous than that in Figure 9. A
certain number of distracted drivers may cause bottleneck

in free traffic, and the vehicles become small groups in
the space-time diagram. Therefore, the flow rate is lower
when distracted drivers occur.

When the density increases to 20 veh/km, some small
moving clusters occur and continue for only a short period of
time in Figure 8. But in Figures 9 and 10, these clusters do not
disappear and exist all the time. High proportion of drivers
using a phone makes the clusters hard to vanish for its lower
maximum velocity and higher probability to slow down. The
traffic flow becomes more congested as distracted drivers
increase and the condition of flow is metastable. When the
density is 40 veh/km or 80 veh/km, the traffic flow is in the
condition of congestion and the vehicles are separated into
groups of different speeds. The major factor of drivers using
a phone influencing the traffic is the higher probability of
slowing down, which decreases the flow rate.

3.4. Risk Analysis. Distracted behaviors can increase the
likelihood of traffic accidents and damage the traffic safety.
Previous studies focus on the increased risk of distracted
drivers themselves to be involved in an accident, while, in
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Figure 10: The trajectories of vehicle with different densities (𝑝talk = 5%).

this paper, the influence of distracted drivers on the safety
of whole traffic was estimated. Dangerous situation was
proposed to measuring the traffic safety by Boccara et al. [24]
and an accident may occur if three conditions are satisfied.
The empty cells between car 𝑖 and car 𝑖 + 1 at time 𝑡 is 𝑛, and
the conditions are shown below:

0 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ Vds,

V (𝑖 + 1, 𝑡) > 0,

V (𝑖 + 1, 𝑡 + 1) = 0.

(1)

The probability of dangerous situation per vehicle per
second is defined as 𝑃ds and Shi and Tan [25] have used it to
estimate the risk of traffic in heavy fog weather. For general
drivers, the value of Vds is the maximum velocity, which is
7, while, for drivers using a phone, the value of Vds doubles

the maximum velocity of distracted vehicles (Vmax = 6),
which is 12, considering that the reaction time of distracted
drivers is longer [26]. In the current paper, dangerous
situation with different proportion of distracted drivers was
calculated and shown in Figure 11.

The occurrence probability of dangerous situation
decreases with the increase of drivers using a phone under
high density. However, the risk first decreases and then
increases under low density. The distracted drivers reduce
the average velocity of traffic flow and the risk of the traffic;
mostly the risk of undistracted drivers is lower when the
proportion of distracted drivers is little. However, as the
proportion of distracted drivers is large, the primary risk of
the traffic comes from the distracted drivers, so the overall
risk increases. When the traffic is congested, even though
the driver is distracted, the risk is still lower than that in free
traffic, due to the lower speed of vehicles.
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Figure 11: The relationship between traffic risk and phone use.

4. Conclusion

The focus of current paper was modelling the influence of
phone use while driving on the efficiency and safety of traffic
flow. A modified cellular automata model was proposed
considering the phone use behaviors of drivers based on
Nagel-Schreckenberg model. According to the results of
simulation, even when the probability for drivers of using a
phone was very low, the influence on flow rate could not be
ignored.The flow rate under high density would significantly
decrease whether the proportion of drivers using a phonewas
small or big, while the flow rate under low density would
slowly decrease when the proportion of drivers using a phone
was small. When the density is high, flow rate continued to
decrease as the proportion increased. The average velocity
gradually decreased when the proportion increased, which
was more apparent at lower density. In the meantime, the
distracted drivers reduce the risk of the whole traffic when
the proportion is small, not considering the sharp increase
of risk for themselves. And under low density, the risk of
the traffic increases when the proportion of distracted drivers
is large. However, this model was relatively simple and still

could to be improved. The system is a 2 km closed circle,
which makes a difference from reality. In the model, we only
considered talking on a phone and the influence of texting is
not studied. To obtain the comprehensive effect of phone use
on traffic flow, texting should also be analyzed and discussed.
We also ignored the differences among distracted drivers and
every driver may show different characteristics when talking
on a phone. The parameters in the model need to be further
studied and calibrated. The influence of distracted behavior
on traffic efficiency needed to be testified by empirical data
and should be further studied.
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